®

ACCESSORIES

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO SMOKE ANYTHING YOU WANT

For more explanations and recipes please see www.barrelhousecooker.com.
INCLUDED ACCESSORIES - FOR HANGING & GRATING

Shelf, Wand & Hooks
Shelf attaches to side handle.
Wand lifts hooks, grates, etc.
Hooks hold all kinds of meat.

H-Frame
Mainly used at top level to hang.
Nests half grates and some accessories. Use on any level.

Open Frame
Nests half grates and some accessories on any level. Fits on top of
base for hibachi use.

Half Grill Grates
Use these two grates along with
the Open and H-frame for numerous modular options on any level.

PLUS 8 ACCESSORY PACKAGE (SOLD SEPARATELY)

13” Pan / Detachable Handle
Set on H-frame to cook pizza
on the top level, or on middle
level for items that cannot be
hung such as meatloaf.

Drum Stick Rack
Slide 15 drumsticks on by the
knuckle and set in the Open
Frame on middle level.

Polyester Cooker Cover
Protect your cooker from the
elements with this high-quality
polyester cover.

Pitt Mitt
Keep it safe as you interact
with the cooker and
accessories.

Cedar Plank
Infuse flavor into fish & steak.
Sets on H-Frame or Open
Frame on middle level with Half
Grates. Soak before using.

Slotted Half-Grill Grate
Ideal for smaller foods like shrimp
or cut veggies and potatoes. Invert
it for a searing plate.
Sets on the Open or H-frame.

Meat Hook
Two additional hooks are
included in the Plus 8.
Hang more meat or daisy chain
two hooks on a rack of ribs.

Full Grate
Fits on any level without the
Open or H-frames. Can also be
used as a bottom catch or for
drip pan placement.

Instant Read Thermometer
A must-have for simple, accurate,
and fast measurements. Correct
temperature shows in a second.

Weber® Compact Chimney Starter
As an alternative to lighter fluid,
simply fill, light for 15 min, then
pour onto remaining coals.

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES (SOLD SEPARATELY)

EZ-Load Turkey Hanger Kit
Multi-use hanger is the easiest
way to cook poultry or large cuts
like pork shoulder or ham.

BBQue Can
Smoke shrimp, nuts, veggies & meatloaf by hanging or laying on its side.
Doubles as a smoke generator too.
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